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Abstract  

 
Hailed as bringing a “fresh breeze of female energy” to the Polish Jazz scene, O.N.E. 
Quartet are an all-female Jazz group inspired by folk and hip- hop music touching upon the 
avant-garde. 
 
Since forming in 2015, they have worked at navigating the roads less travelled in many ways 
with their strong sense of identity, sonic pollination of genres and being from different 
geographical bases. Having begun as a quintet and now a quartet, their work has attracted 
a lot of positive acclaim including being nominated by Jazz forum critics for the band of the 
year in the HOPE OF JAZZ category in 2021, FRYDERYKI 2021 award for Debut in Jazz 
category as well as being awarded with JAZZ OSCAR Grand Prix Jazz Melomani 2020 in New 
Hope category.  
 
They are proud of their place within the Polish Jazz scene and are intent on using their 
presence to pave the way for future generations of women as artists.  
 

 

About O.N.E female ensemble  

O.N.E is the only Polish female jazz ensemble that performs an original programme 
consisting of compositions and arrangements of the instrumentalists who comprise it. O.N.E 
approaches jazz uniquely, drawing inspiration from contemporary music, particularly the 
genres of hip hop and folk. All four members of the ensemble (Monia Muc, Pola Atmańska, 
Kamila Drabekand Patrycja Wybrańczyk) are prominent representatives of a young 
generation of musicians who perform daily on the jazz, avant-garde and pop scene. 

Performing for the last few years as O.N.E. Now as a quartet, the band received many 
distinctions at Polish jazz bands competition (“Ladies Jazz Festival” in Gdynia Krokus Jazz 
Festiwal” in Jelenia Góra, Poland). The band was also chosen to be a part of finals of the B-
Jazz International Contest” 2020 in Belgium. In 2020 the O.N.E. Quintet was chosen by JAZZ 
FORUM critics, the band of the year in the HOPE OF JAZZ category and in 2021 the band got 
nominated for FRYDERYKI 2021 award in Debut in Jazz category and awarded with JAZZ 
OSCAR Grand Prix Jazz Melomani 2020 in New Hope category. 

 

Band members 

Monika Muc – saxophone |Pola Atmańska – piano | Kamila Drabek - double bass | Patrycja 

Wybrańczyk – drums 

 

 



 

Speakers 

Kamila Drabek 

Double bass player and composer, graduate of the 

Academy of Music in Krakow. She leads the original band 

Tercet Kamili Drabek. The band won the 2019 jazz 

phonographic debut competition and released the album 

"Naiwna Music" (nomination for the Fryderyk 2020 award 

for the best debut). She collaborated with the top 

American saxophonist Greg Osby, the Cuban band Vistel 

Brothers or Maciej Obara. She is a laureate of the Blue 

Note Poznań Jazz Competition, Azoty Tarnów Jazz 

Contest and Krokus Jazz Festival. As part of the 

"Partnership for Music 2.0." she created the project 

"Tercet plays the works of Jerzy Duduś Matuszkiewicz". 

In 2020, together with writer Anna Malinowska and 

painter Pola Dwurnik, they created an interdisciplinary 

trio for word, image and double bass in the project 

"Unhappy Ending". 

 

 

Patrycja Wybrańczyk  

Bass player,  gifted graduate of the Jazz Department in 

ZPSM in Krzysztof Gradziuk’s class in Warsaw, now a 

student of Krzysztof Penderecki Music Academy in 

Kraków. Co-creates the Petersson’s Lightroom Project, 

Jakub Żołubak Trio, Ninja Episkopat and O.N.E., and 

cooperates with other projects. She performs on jazz and 

avantgarde scene and her inspirations mostly come from 

avantgarde, improvised, classical music and 

Scandinavian jazz.  


